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Introduction
In May 2018, amidst mounting public discussion, the Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) released a sweeping document entitled “HHS Blueprint to Lower Drug Prices and Reduce Out-of-Pocket Cost.” Among the Blueprint’s many proposals was a call for the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) “to evaluate the inclusion of list prices in direct-to-consumer advertising.” Commenters on the Blueprint raised a variety of objections, including the potential for confusion among patients (who typically do not pay list price), FDA’s lack of statutory authority to regulate drug prices or to mandate pricing disclosures, and significant First Amendment concerns. Nevertheless, the proposal evolved, taking shape in the form of a final rulemaking by the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS)—not FDA—requiring prescription drug manufacturers to disclose list prices in their direct-to-consumer (DTC) television advertising. Industry has now also successfully challenged the Final Rule. On July 8, 2019, the U.S. District Court for the District of Columbia held that HHS lacked the statutory
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authority under the Social Security Act to adopt the Final Rule. The issue of DTC list price disclosures remains live, however, as Congress has examined proposals to enshrine disclosure requirements in statute. HHS, meanwhile, left open the door for potential appeal (as of this article’s writing). All the while, industry has attempted to navigate these shifts through self-regulatory initiatives and modification of advertising practices.

This article briefly describes FDA’s historical approach to regulating drug pricing information in advertising, provides an overview of the genesis of the Final Rule, and ends with some key legal issues and questions facing all prescription drug manufacturers who seek to continue to engage with consumers through broadcast advertising.

Background
Over the past two years, significant shifts have occurred in public debate on drug prices and their inclusion in advertising. FDA has historically avoided applying advertising and labeling requirements to prescription drug communications that merely communicate product price or insurance coverage information, particularly in the absence of an affirmative statement of safety or efficacy. Instead, FDA has focused on improper pricing comparisons that suggest one drug is clinically more effective than another without adequate substantiation or in a way that misleads viewers about the relative safety risks. The Blueprint and subsequent related rulemakings generated public discussion over whether FDA should regulate list price disclosures or whether the gap should be filled by another agency or by industry self-regulation.

FDA Regulation of Prescription Drug Advertising Before the Blueprint
While FDA has the authority to regulate prescription drug advertising under the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act (FDCA), prior to the HHS “Blueprint to Lower Drug Prices and Reduce Out-Of-Pocket Cost,” FDA had not attempted to weigh in on the criteria for substantiating pricing statements in prescription drug advertising. Instead, FDA’s regulation of prescription drug advertising primarily focused on safety and efficacy claims, including those in DTC media. FDA monitors DTC promotion to help ensure that adequate contextual and risk information, presented in understandable language, is included both to fulfill the requirement for fair balance and to help the consumer accurately assess promotional presentations. FDA has been active in its enforcement and surveillance activities concerning DTC advertisements across various broadcast media types—often issuing enforcement letters (i.e., Untitled and Warning Letters) for allegedly non-compliant promotion. Issues commonly cited in enforcement letters include omission and minimization of risk information, overstatement of efficacy, failure to submit on Form FDA 2253 (relating to the submission of advertising and promotional labeling) at the time of initial use or dissemination, use of misleading and/or unsubstantiated claims, among others.

Interestingly, at least since the 1970s, FDA has recognized that pricing information may be provided by manufacturers to consumers as part of a “price reminder advertisement”—a sort of subset of unbranded reminder advertising whose sole purpose is to provide consumers with information concerning the price charged for a prescription drug without making any representations about its safety, effectiveness, or intended uses. FDA also has generally declined to regulate pricing discussions between payors and manufacturers of drugs and devices, so long as the information that manufacturers provide to payors is unbiased, factual, accurate, and non-misleading, and is presented with certain other information necessary to contextualize discussion of unapproved uses. To the extent the agency has taken steps to affect drug pricing, the agency has generally taken a more holistic policy approach that influences pricing indirectly by encouraging fair competition, often in response to Congressional/statutory mandates, such as prioritizing review and approval of generic products and biosimilars and targeting “gaming” of the REMS system. Thus, the recent interest shown by FDA in entering the debate about consumer education around prescription drug pricing is largely unprecedented.
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The Shift: HHS Asks FDA to Require Prescription Drug Price Disclosure in Television Advertising

In the spring of 2018, HHS released its Blueprint, addressing mounting public pressure for drug pricing reform. Prior to this point, it was not clear what role, if any, FDA might play in HHS efforts to advance new policy. However, immediately following the Trump Administration’s announcement of the Blueprint, HHS Secretary Alex Azar asserted that regulation of DTC advertising related to FDCA “fair balance” requirements for drug advertising:

[W]e are having the FDA look at how we can require in direct-to-consumer TV ads that you have to disclose the list price of your drug. We believe it’s an important part of fair balance that if you’re telling a patient, activating a patient to have a discussion with their doctor about a drug, telling them all the good things that drug can do for them, it’s material and relevant to know if it’s a $50,000-drug or a $100-drug, because often that patient is going to have to bear a lot of that cost.12

Azar referenced the proposal further in statements before the Senate Health, Education, Labor, and Pensions (HELP) Committee13 and Finance Committee.14 Meanwhile, then-Commissioner Scott Gottlieb stated in a press interview that FDA was exploring ways to implement the proposal.15 Gottlieb also echoed the concerns of HHS Secretary Alex Azar, the Trump Administration, and members of Congress through a series of Twitter dialogues.16

Industry Responds, Questioning FDA’s Authority and Expertise Regarding Pricing Advertising

Many companies were concerned about aspects of the HHS proposal to formalize and standardize pricing communications, including the risk that patients, who typically pay an amount lower than the list price, might be deterred from seeking treatments they could actually afford. Further, legal commenters on the HHS Blueprint objected that FDA lacked statutory or administrative authority to implement the rule described. Against this backdrop, the industry proposed methods to integrate pricing information into their ads in advance of any final rule, beginning with the “Direct to Consumer Advertising Principles” published by the Pharmaceutical Research & Manufacturers of America (PhRMA) in October 2018.17 Individual manufacturers also made public commitments. For example, in January 2019, one major pharmaceutical company disseminated a television commercial that used PhRMA’s self-regulatory recommendations as a guidepost, directing consumers to a website and toll-free phone number with pricing information about the advertised product.18 In February 2019, another major company announced it would begin providing information about list prices and out-of-pocket costs for its products in its DTC television advertisements.19

CMS Issues Regulation to Require Drug Pricing Transparency

Ultimately, questions regarding FDA’s involvement in a DTC list price disclosure rule remained unanswered. Instead, HHS changed course, and the rule was taken up by FDA’s sister agency CMS, which administers the Medicare program and partners with states to implement Medicaid, the Children’s Health Insurance Program (CHIP), and health insurance portability standards. CMS first issued a proposed rule on October 18, 201820 and then adopted a final rule on May 10, 201921 (“Final Rule”) requiring manufacturers to include specific list price disclosure language for products exceeding a predetermined price threshold. Commenters on the proposed rule had questioned whether CMS possessed the requisite authority to issue the rule, given that Congress never explicitly granted CMS authority to regulate DTC advertising or pricing for prescription medicine.22 Nevertheless, CMS asserted broadly in the Final Rule that regulation of television advertising was consistent with its statutory authority under the Social Security Act to issue regulations necessary for the efficient administration of Medicare and Medicaid.23 CMS also argued in the Final Rule preamble that the rule was consistent with current CMS rules that regulate broadcast advertisements and other media in the context of marketing by Medicare Advantage and Part D plans.24 These arguments did not convince the D.C. District Court, which vacated the Final Rule based on a lack of HHS/CMS regulatory authority under the Social Security Act.

Nevertheless, the Final Rule and D.C. District Court decision raise interesting questions about how the government might attempt to regulate or mandate list price disclosures in the future. An overview of the Final Rule, the included enforcement provisions, and the District Court decision is provided below.

The Final Rule

The Final Rule was to go into effect July 9, 2019 and would require:

Any advertisement for any prescription drug or biological product on television (including
broadcast, cable, streaming, or satellite) must contain a textual statement indicating the current list price for a typical 30-day regimen or for a typical course of treatment, whichever is most appropriate, as determined on the first day of the quarter during which the advertisement is being aired or otherwise broadcast.25

The required format for the statement would be: “The list price for a [30-day supply of] [typical course of treatment with] [name of prescription drug or biological product] is [insert list price]. If you have health insurance that covers drugs, your cost may be different.”26 For drugs where the typical course of treatment varies by indication, the Final Rule would require that the pricing disclosed be for the primary indication addressed in the advertisement.27 The rule would apply to broadcast television advertisements for a prescription drug or biological product reimbursable under Medicare or Medicaid, with an exception for any products with a list price of less than $35 per month for a 30-day supply or typical course of treatment.28 The disclosure would have to be presented at the end of the advertisement in a “legible manner, meaning that it is placed appropriately and is presented against a contrasting background for sufficient duration and in a size and style of font that allows the information to be read easily.”29

The Final Rule Enforcement Provisions

Interestingly, CMS did not attempt to create a mechanism for itself to enforce the law directly, perhaps due to uncertainty surrounding the scope of its own authority. The only HHS enforcement mechanism CMS included in the Final Rule would have been CMS/HHS’s online publication of a list of manufacturers who have violated the rule’s requirements.30 Instead, CMS asserted that the primary mechanism for enforcement would be by private parties under Section 43(a) of the Lanham Act, 15 U.S.C. § 1125(a).31 Section 43(a) creates a private right of action against “any person” who makes a “false or misleading representation of fact” about the “nature, characteristics, qualities or geographic origin” of his or her own “or another person’s goods, services, or commercial activities.”32 While CMS acknowledged that standing to bring suit under the Lanham Act is limited to competitors who can allege injury to commercial interests and not consumers, CMS states it believes competitors “are best positioned to identify and act upon advertisements that violate this regulation.”33 CMS also dismissed the notion that enforcing such actions through the Lanham Act would be costly or would contribute to drug manufacturers raising list prices to account for litigation costs, arguing that the sophistication of parties would reduce the probability of meritless lawsuits.34 CMS asserted that failure to disclose pricing information from a DTC advertisement would be actionable under section 43(a) since it is “affirmatively misleading, partially incorrect, or untrue as a result of failure to disclose a material fact.”35

In keeping with shifting enforcement to the private sector, CMS included an express preemption provision in the Final Rule preventing state and local governments from implementing any different or additional requirements concerning the disclosure of pricing in TV ads for prescription drugs or biological products.36 CMS wrote, “consistent with our not proposing any HHS-specific enforcement mechanism, we proposed at § 403.1204(b) that this rule preempt any state-law-based claim that depends in whole or in part on any pricing statement required by this rule.”37 CMS explained, the rule was not intended to “create a regulatory ‘floor’” or to allow states to “impose varying disclosure requirements on television advertisements that may air in each respective state.”38 Although CMS did not discuss current specific initiatives that would be affected, the preemption provision notably would have curtailed states, who have most frequently stepped into the regulatory void on drug price transparency, from implementing proposals. Such proposals have included Oregon H.B. 2961, a 2019 bill that would have required manufacturers to disclose wholesale prices paid by pharmacies in Oregon in any prescription drug advertisement, subject to monetary penalties.39

The Final Rule also provided interesting insight into the agency’s view on these topics in response to comments. CMS defended its choice to focus on television advertising on the grounds that it is a “universal medium watched by beneficiaries,” that “reaches about 87 percent of the adult population,” and that “television advertising makes up over two thirds of the DTC spend for pharmaceuticals.”40 Further, CMS attempted to resolve questions about which agency (FDA or CMS) should have authority to promulgate this price transparency rule by noting that the Final Rule “take[s] no position … on whether FDA has the authority to require the listing of drug prices in DTC advertisements … [w]hether FDA possesses such authority is not dispositive of the question of CMS’s authority to implement the disclosure requirement necessary for the efficient administration of Medicare and Medicaid,” and ultimately
that “[t]he statutory authority to issue rules . . . rests with and can always be exercised by the Secretary [of the Department of Health and Human Services], even if such authority has been delegated to individual agencies.”¹¹ For some critics of the Final Rule, these statements will likely continue to fuel the debate about the appropriateness of the new law and CMS’s ability to issue it.

**The Court’s Decision to Vacate the Final Rule**

Plaintiffs, several pharmaceutical manufacturers, and a major advertising industry trade association filed a complaint and Motion to Stay the Final Rule against defendants, HHS and CMS, in federal court in the District of Columbia.⁴² Plaintiffs advanced two key arguments: (1) the rule exceeded HHS’s statutory authority; and (2) the rule violated the First Amendment in compelling manufacturers’ and advertisers’ speech. The court vacated the rule based on the first theory and did not reach the second.

Using a *Chevron* analysis, the court found HHS lacked authority under the Social Security Act to adopt the Final Rule.⁴³ Specifically, as the court noted, neither the “Act’s text, structure, nor context evince[d] an intent by Congress,” either directly or indirectly, “to empower HHS to issue a rule that compels drug manufacturers to disclose list prices.”⁴⁴ HHS and CMS pointed to Sections 1102 and 1871 of the Social Security Act as the source of their rulemaking authority. Those provisions provide that: (1) The “Secretary of Health and Human Services . . . shall make and publish such rules and regulations, not inconsistent with this chapter, as may be necessary to the efficient administration of the functions with which” the Secretary is charged by the Social Security Act, which include the Medicare and Medicaid programs, 42 U.S.C. § 1302(a); and (2) “The Secretary shall prescribe such regulations as may be necessary to carry out the administration of the insurance programs under this subchapter,” which establishes the Medicare program, id. § 1395hh(a)(1).⁴⁵ However, while HHS/ CMS attempted to justify the rule as “necessary” to carry out the functions described in these provisions, the court concluded the key inquiry was whether the rule fell within HHS’s authority to take action to carry out the “administration” of Medicare and Medicaid under the Social Security Act.⁴⁶ The court concluded it did not.⁴⁷ The court found the plain statutory text does not support HHS authority to regulate the marketing of prescription drugs, nor authorize such regulation “in the name of attempting to reduce costs, to regulate the health care market itself or market actors that are not direct participants in the insurance programs.”⁴⁸

Additionally, the court rejected defendants’ contention that its rulemaking authority combined with the absence of a clear statutory restriction demonstrated Congress’ intent that HHS exercise broad regulatory authority over subjects affecting the costs of Medicare and Medicaid programs.⁴⁹ The court concluded HHS’s “grant of rulemaking authority does not sweep so broadly as to authorize HHS to regulate the marketing of prescription drugs” and “were courts to presume a delegation of power absent an express withholding of such power, agencies would enjoy virtually limitless hegemony.”⁵⁰

The court also analyzed other statutory provisions that “may bear on Congress’s intent” in concluding Congress did not intend to extend authority under the Social Security Act for HHS to mandate list price disclosures in advertising.⁵¹ As the court explained, “Congress has legislated on the subject of direct-to-consumer advertising of pharmaceutical products multiple times under a different statute—the [FDCA].”⁵² The court cited express provisions in the FDCA granting HHS the power to regulate DTC advertisements to ensure they are truthful and non-misleading—authority that HHS has delegated to FDA. The court also cited content requirements for prescription drug advertisements contained in the Drug Amendments of 1962, which amended the FDCA to require that advertisements contain the drug’s established name; ingredients; and “such other information in brief summary related to side effects, contraindications, and effectiveness as shall be required in regulations which shall be issued by the Secretary” of HHS.⁵³ Additionally, the court described later amendments requiring the inclusion of contact information for adverse event reports and certain minimum content requirements for drugs that must be administered under the supervision of a licensed practitioner (due to toxicity or other potentiality for harmful effect, method of use, or collateral measures necessary for use).⁵⁴ “As these amendments to the FDCA demonstrate,” the court wrote, “Congress knows how to prescribe the content of drug advertising when it chooses to do so.”⁵⁵

The court also looked to other provisions in the FDCA allowing FDA pre-review of television advertisements, and the fact that Congress limited FDA from ordering companies to make direct changes to their advertisements, except in instances where “the Secretary determines that the advertisement would be false or misleading without a specific disclosure about a serious risk listed in the labeling of the drug involved, the Secretary may
require inclusion of such disclosure in the advertisement.” Finally, the court assessed the content of the Final Rule itself and determined it fell far outside a “common sense” interpretation of how Congress intended to delegate authority to HHS; no wonder, perhaps, that HHS had never before attempted to invoke the Social Security Act in directly regulating the pharmaceutical marketplace.56

The court concluded that given CMS’s apparent lack of statutory authority to issue the Final Rule and the indicia of congressional intent that such authority be located elsewhere (as where Congress gave FDA limited authority to regulate certain aspects of television advertising for drugs), “The [Wholesale Acquisition Cost] Disclosure Rule feels like agency action in search of a statutory home.”58

**What Does this Mean for Companies?**

Regulation of DTC list price disclosures is an evolving area. As described above, there has been debate over who has the authority to issue rules in this domain, and indeed, over what scope of regulation, if any, is even permissible under existing law. Although the CMS Final Rule has been vacated as of this writing—we cannot predict with certainty what lies ahead in this field of regulation. Affected stakeholders should consider the following steps to stay ahead of the curve.

**Continue to Monitor Developments in this Area**

In tandem with HHS rulemaking, members of Congress have also proposed legislation in this area. This means companies should monitor the swift changes occurring in sources and focal points of regulation.

For example, following the publication of the Final Rule, Senators Dick Durbin (D-IL), Chuck Grassley (R-IA), Angus King (I-ME), and Lamar Alexander (R-TN) proposed a bill codifying the rule. The bill as introduced cited the new CMS regulations and states that the rule was issued “pursuant to [CMS’s] existing authority” and that the purpose of the bill is “[t]o support the permanence and clarity of this policy, and to facilitate future planning.”59 The bill would have directed HHS to “require that each direct-to-consumer advertisement for a prescription drug or biological product for which payment is available under [Medicare] or [Medicaid] includes an appropriate disclosure of truthful and non-misleading pricing information with respect to the drug or product.”60 The bill specified that CMS “shall determine the components of the requirement . . . such as the forms of advertising, the manner of disclosure, the price point listing, and the price information for disclosure.”61 In passing the bill, the law as introduced anticipated future legislation in this area and determined it fell far outside a “common sense” interpretation of how Congress intended to delegate authority to HHS; no wonder, perhaps, that HHS issued “pursuant to [CMS’s] existing authority.”

Although the Final Rule was vacated by the D.C. District Court, CMS’s guidance raised the suggestion that the Lanham Act could be used to challenge advertising in the event drug manufacturers do include list prices in their advertisements. To state a claim under the Lanham Act, a plaintiff must demonstrate the following:

1. that the defendant has made false or misleading statements as to his own product [or another’s];
2. that there is actual deception or at least a tendency to deceive a substantial portion of the intended audience; 3. that the deception is material in that it is likely to influence purchasing decisions; 4. that the advertised goods traveled in interstate commerce; and 5. that there is a likelihood of injury to the plaintiff in terms of declining sales, loss of good will, etc.62

While examples of Lanham Act cases addressing pricing disclosures are limited, they are several relevant cases, including *Heartland Payment Sys., Inc. v. Mercury Payment Sys., LLC* 63 and *Bayer Healthcare Pharm., Inc. v. RJ Health Sys. Int’l, LLC.* 64 In *Heartland,* the Federal District Court for the Northern District of California considered a challenge by Heartland Payment System’s competitor Mercury of pricing information posted on Heartland’s website, which Heartland advertised as “fair and upfront pricing” to its customers. Mercury argued under the Lanham Act that Heartland did not disclose all fees (e.g., settlement, early termination) upfront, and thus Heartland’s claim of “fair and upfront pricing” to its customers was false and misleading. However, the *Heartland* court found that Mercury could not support its claim that...
Ironically, the plaintiff’s theory in Heartland was based on the fact that hidden fees were not disclosed—perhaps the opposite principle from what is at play in CMS’s guidance, which asserts that a drug’s WAC is the most appropriate benchmark price for consumers, notwithstanding the fact that WAC does not reflect rebates and discounts and is not the amount paid by the typical patient. 84 Fed. Reg. at 20741.

Bayer may provide a more relevant precedent for stakeholders; while the case does not deal with advertising per se, it illustrates the principle that a plaintiff only has to show a “tendency to mislead” to show sufficient injury under the Lanham Act. In Bayer, Bayer challenged RJ Health’s incorrect listing, on RJ Health’s website, of pricing for Bayer’s product Mirena®, a hormonal intrauterine device used for birth control; the website provided data that insurance companies used to adjudicate reimbursement claims.66 Bayer alleged that it offered a price-match discount on Mirena® in order to avoid the lost business and loss of goodwill it feared would result from purchasers being reimbursed for a lesser amount than the cost of the drug.67 Further, in Bayer, the court held that a competitor need not be a direct competitor—another ruling that could have relevance in enforcing the Final Rule (“Here, although RJ Health is not in direct competition with Bayer, if it is shown that the website misstates the price for Mirena®, this could affect Bayer’s sales. Such allegations are sufficiently plausible to state a claim under the Lanham Act”). The court also rejected RJ Health’s argument that Bayer failed to allege anyone had actually been misled—Bayer was merely required to plead that the misstatements had a “tendency to mislead,” which the court concluded had been done.

While the Lanham Act has not been frequently used, if at all, in cases involving disclosures of prices in prescription drug advertising, it is an authority that companies should better understand as they consider different regulatory authorities’ attempts to create new frameworks for regulating in this space.

**Consider the Applicability of Other Consumer Protection Regimes**

Finally, companies must remember that other frameworks continue to apply to prescription drug advertising. Companies should consider guidance provided by deceptive pricing case law and regulation in the consumer product context. For example, the Federal Trade Commission “Guides Against Deceptive Pricing,” codified at 16. C.F.R. Part 233, provide some guidance for companies on how to effectively provide consumers with price comparisons in a truthful and non-misleading manner. In pertinent part, the Guides outline standards for conveying comparative pricing information to consumers, including comparisons to former prices and promotions touting “wholesale” prices. Similarly, existing state laws regulate instances where advertisers make comparative pricing claims or advertise sales or discounts. For example, state regulators, including those in California68 and Ohio,69 have brought actions against companies for allegedly using deceptive reference pricing (which allegedly gives consumers a deceptive sense of the savings achieved through their purchase of a product, and is also referred to as “comparison” pricing in certain states70). Similarly, there has been an uptick in consumer class actions alleging that a company’s price comparisons violate state law because the merchandise was either (1) not offered for a substantial period of time or the required, specific period of time at the higher reference price; or (2) never offered for sale at the higher, reference price.71

In sum, until this area of regulation has found a settled “home” in statute or regulation, companies should continue to monitor developments and employ the strategies described above. △
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